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Abstract 
In medical and health care, product design and development play a key role in providing the optimal treatment and diagnosis with significant consideration 
of human factors, ergonomics, and practicality that meet the technical and clinical standards. Greater design attention through intervention and protocol 
analysis extended as a vital mechanism to evaluate the design efficacy throughout the treatment procedure is required. Design Intervention and Evocative 
Design Development (IEDD) is a materially innovative method explicitly oriented towards exploring the contemporary new understandings as a next-level 
towards the feasible solution. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The demand for new and innovative, personalized medical devices, tools, or assistive aid is increasingly high each year. The advancement 
of design and manufacturing technology continuously adds more value to medical products and intervention in design features and 
functions. This emerging need for specific design products has led to rapid development and well-established benefits for patients with 
numerous medical treatments. As more inventions and innovations are explored in the development of medical devices, the design's 
effectiveness and practicality will undergo a series of continuous evaluations and assessments to improvise for betterment or to opt for a 
medical and clinical norm. Within the academic literature, a broad range of disciplines incorporate design evaluation and design 
intervention discussions and provide different perspectives of design process and development. Research on design intervention draws 
attention to explicitly introducing new findings and poses more open-ended research instruments to expose behavior, norms, and 
standards than as a resolution of the problem (or risen issues). It often challenges the conventional outcome of design evaluation and 
development of design processes, aesthetic or visual comfort, and performances. It articulates a new possibility to improve something or 
question discoveries. Utilizing basic design assessment and evaluation such as prototyping, remodeling, and reverse-engineering, design 
interventions are often more experimental, mischievous, and open-ended in setting up a frame for better explorative reliable insights. 
However, few scholars have researched how designers, expert users, and patients make sense of their experience with design betterment 
and explore ways in which constructions of newly developed design might influence their needs to improvise design criteria, ergonomics, 
and enhanced features and personalized values to a product. Such accounts rule out the possibility that the normative perspective of 
design evaluation and assessment, particularly those users and people involved within the application procedure or usage, might inhibit 
uncertainty from justifying design issues, performance, considerations, and engagement within the process. The concept of Personalized 
Health Care or Personalized Medicine was well documented (Lisa M. Meckley, Peter J. Neumann et al., 2010). It was first considered a 
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novel strategy to tailor medical treatment to each patient's individual characteristics. 
 
1.1 The Need for Design Intervention    
Patient-specific diagnosis and treatments have recently been one of the most emerging research topics. Limitation of such innovation 
provided in hospitals, healthcare, and treatment centers will lead to patients' limitations in proper rehabilitation assistance. There is an 
emerging need to investigate design standards, methodologies, and technologies for robust, efficient, and effective product intervention 
guidelines for medical applications. This research explores the theoretical framework of design intervention in designing and evaluating 
the post-medical and rehabilitation treatment procedure. 

Human-centered design is the central aspect of ergonomics; therefore, it needs to be considered when designing and developing 
specific medical products that can mainly be improvised during the design intervention phase (Vermol V.V., Anwar R., Hassan O.H. & 
Abidin S.Z., 2017). Vermol et al. (2017) explained, researcher question (Why) by clarifying what the reality behind the designer's mind 
towards product cautious is and how users (patient) perceived them. Through design intervention, perhaps what designers think they know 
is what they do not know. (What) – only then, it determines the influence of experiencing themselves (designer) that they start to realize 
and reflect. (How) will discuss the appropriate way of understanding product factors through design intervention. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Conceptual model of designer activity (Vermol et al., 2017) 
 

The common understanding of the design intervention model will allow more significant treatment planning, application areas, accuracy 
issues, and collaborative design within multi-disciplinary scope. The advantage of the design intervention mechanism will give a significant 
channel for future collaborative design and mass-customization needed to develop the optimal design and manufacturing systems of 
medical-related products. 
 
 

2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 Factors contributing to Intervention & Evocative Design Development (IEDD) 
Designing for users in a medical context, for example, patients or medical staff assistants, requires a deep understanding of their feelings, 
needs, and problems. The importance of gaining empathy through user research and various tools is discussed collectively, for example, 
by Sanders and Dandavate (1999) and Kouprie and Visser (2009). Jones (2013) elaborated on numerous problems that designers are 
nowadays facing when designing for healthcare. A user-centered design process focusing on empathy building seems to be the appropriate 
strategy for designing healthcare products (Wilke,2020). Due to the rapid evolvement of the design profession over the last decades 
towards developing a methodical, evidence-based, and holistic process, it is critical for the designer with a user-centered design approach 
to conduct user research. Although this might be common among designers, it is not always a shared perception of other professions, 
which leads to a disregard of design research (Noël and Frascara, 2016) and restricts designers to the concept-phase of the design 
process. 
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2.2 Medical Product Design, Methods, and Applications 
Specialized healthcare and medical products in particular aim to provide the optimal diagnosis and treatment with the use of the right 
medicine, tools, and devices to the right patient at the right time in order to meet well technical and clinical requirements as well as 
individual characteristics of each patient (Hieu Le and Okereke et al., 2011). The typical medical product and applications widely been 
personalized include i) Biomodels, ii) Surgical tools and devices, iii) Ergonomics, orthotics, and prostheses, v) Implants for bone 
reconstruction, vi) Scaffolds for tissue engineering; and (vii) Patient-specific contact lens. Most of the time, designers need to collaborate 
with MD or specialists for treatment or therapy. Design is carefully evaluated and optimized before it is transferred to manufacturing 
processes for production. In the standard practice of current case studies related to Product Design Process (PDP) in the medical context, 
these data will be assessed, and input will be adapted for design process and reasoning: i) problem interest, ii) patient-specific preference, 
iii) patient's anatomy, iv) pre-operative planning and risk measure, v) Procedure rehearsal and optimization, vi) Pre-fabricate solution, 
custom-made assistive aid, and module integration, vii) evaluation and assessment of effectiveness. More and more high-value-added 
personalized products are being developed to meet patient-specific requirements to improve the quality of diagnosis and treatment for 
patients. However, there are challenges that need to be overcome in order to make it possible for the wide applications in hospitals in both 
developed and developing countries (Hieu Le and Okereke, et al, 2011). 
 
2.3 Rehabilitation  
Physical medicine and rehabilitation cover a variety of clinical settings and patient populations. It is also known as a physiatrist (Lee, 2011).  
that aims to enhance and restore functional ability and quality of life to people with physical impairments or disabilities. Physical medicine 
also significantly refers to post-medical treatment with some of the procedures that will take place in a non-clinical environment. This stage 
of post-medical treatment assists a person in functioning optimally within the limitations placed upon the patients by a disabling impairment 
or disease process for which there is no known cure. Comprehensive rehabilitation is given by specialists in this field, who perform as 
facilitators, team leaders, and medical experts for rehabilitation (Levack et al, 2015). 
 
2.4 Occupational Therapy in Medical Treatment 
Occupational therapy (OT) refers to a branch of health care that deals with all ages of people with cognitive, physical, sensory problems 
and helps people with barriers that affect a person's physical, emotional, and social needs (Himabindhu, 2020). This post-medical treatment 
will involve specific routine and rehabilitation procedure activities, exercises, and other therapies daily until the patient completes the 
standard of designated treatment level, improvement stage, or recovery stage. The need to develop fine motor skills in OT requires special 
equipment to help build their independence. These include wheelchairs, splints, bathing equipment, assistive devices, and communication 
aids. Himabindhu (2020) outlined that there is a difference between occupational therapy and physical therapy. Occupational therapy 
focuses on improving the client's ability to perform activities of daily activities (ADL). Physical therapy focuses on improving the client's 
ability to perform a movement of the human body.  

Given a specific spectrum, OT involves advanced measures to cater to the patient's ability beyond the physical requirement. 
Occupational therapy helps with: 
• Fine motor skills (small-muscle movements made with the hands, fingers, and toes, such as grasping) 
• Visual-perceptual skills 
• Cognitive (thinking) skills 
• Sensory-processing problems 

Based on the preliminary case studies, specialized exercises and treatment modules are designed to support the functions of targeted 
therapy procedure, rehabilitation requirement, and need. Although occupational therapists assist people by analyzing the patient and 
finding out the best suited for psychological, emotional, physical, environmental, and needs, there are interventions needed to continuously 
improve the procedure and product design system related to the scope of exercise or modules. Due to the need for post-treatment care 
and occupational therapy among patients with disabilities, a comprehensive design framework is vital to continuously help designers, 
medical experts, and patients access more excellent design experiences. Increasing numbers of these groups of patients mismatch the 
capability and affordance to access good rehabilitation treatment due to the lack of assistive devices for specialized therapy procedures. 

 
2.5 Clinical Procedure 
A clinical procedure can be defined as any health practitioner practice involving a combination of special skills or abilities that may require 
drugs, devices, or both. However, clinical procedures are not essentially dependent on new health care products but the provider's 
technique performing the procedure. For example, the development of certain surgical procedures (although they may involve the use of 
scalpels, clamps, and drugs) or psychotherapy (Kievit, W et al. 2017). According to Gelijns (2002), the development of incremental 
innovations in clinical procedures usually occurs in a much more decentralized fashion, involving numerous physicians refining and 
modifying an existing procedure in everyday clinical practice. In contrast to medical device innovation, which requires the bridging of 
"collaborative cultures" (that of designers, engineers, and clinical researchers), the distinction between "developers" and "evaluators/users" 
may be very fine or even non-existent in the development of clinical procedures. The design process, product, and usage evaluation often 
been inducted by the technical requirement and lack of human-centered considerations. To date, the potential safety, efficacy, and 
effectiveness of many procedures have not been evaluated systematically during their development. (Kievit, W et al. 2017).  According to 
Wennberg, many procedures have not received careful feasibility studies during their initial application in humans. However, they have 
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been introduced based on investigations involving patient historical controls or more anecdotal evidence during the design-experience 
evaluation. 

Figure 2: Research design Sequential Exploratory Design in IEDD 
 

 
 

3.0 Research Design 
Exploration of these objectives requires an approach that describes relationships between variables and the experiences of users and 
engagement of other participants during the design evaluation and assessment. Therefore, the research aims to suit a mixed-method 
approach. The research consists of two components: quantitative and qualitative methods to examine i) the product usage responses 
(among user experts and patients), ii) the design evaluation practice and understanding (among designers and expert users), and iii) to 
pursue deep insights from three major groups of i) patients, ii) expert users – doctors, medical assistance, nurses, therapist, or caregivers, 
and iii) designers about the design aspects, human factors, and product feasibility. The related perspectives employed in this study permits 
a quantitative investigation in which design intervention intersects with the aspects of human factors, environment, behavior, norms or 
routine, and services. Complimenting this aspect is the use of i) in-depth interviews to ask on user's experiences of product design, usage, 
and accessing the services for post-treatment, with further investigation using ii) verbal protocol analysis VPA to ask on designer's input 
on design evaluation and possible design intervention on selected product/prototype, and iii) selected of four case studies sample to 
engage with the actual process and procedure of related design project for post-medical product design. This approach reveals how results 
pertaining to the evaluation of a product design are insufficient to justify the need for proper design improvement and, more importantly, 
affect the designer's constructed notion of design intervention. To achieve this research aim, a further systematic method of a socially 
significant research question and observation will be focusing on which concerning the contribution to the literature of design process in 
post-medical treatment and rehabilitation studies. The quest begins by introducing the researcher's research models in staging the design 
activity of this study.  

As for research outcome, it is crucial to decide an approach that fits the goal, ambitions, and resources to determine the necessary 
activities without compromising the study's allocated resources and limitations. Explanations of the design process, evaluation, and 
guidelines in clinical procedure will be mapped down to visualize a more apparent flow and steps taken for this research and manage the 
expectations and preparation of this research. This research approach will also consider the data collection procedures, explaining the 
type of research that was carried out. Finally, the method of data collection and analysis will also be rationalized. The researcher thought 
that neither quantitative or qualitative approach by itself is adequate to grasp the research problem fully; hence, as supported by the 
statements from Creswell (2009), a mixed-method design is preferred.  

As this research utilized the mixed-method design approach, both quantitative and qualitative data will be collected sequentially. This 
study starts with a broad survey to generalize findings to a population and stakeholders before focusing on qualitative, semi-structured 
interviews to collect detailed opinions from the informers. In designing the study using a mixed-method design, four factors contribute to 
the procedures of this study – timing, weight, mixing, and theorizing. The researcher has chosen the Sequential Explanatory Design to 
easily communicate the procedures for this mixed-method study, as adapted from Morse (1991), Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), Creswell 
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and Plano Clark (2007), and summarized by Creswell et al. (2003). Therefore, Sequential Explanatory Design strategy as shown (see 
Methodology. Fig.4.0: Sequential Explanatory Design strategy in IEDD will be the starting point of the activity of preliminary data collection 
and analysis through quantitative approach during the first phase of the research and followed by the collection and analysis of qualitative 
data, which was build based on the results from the first quantitative study. Ethics and code of research conduct will be applied prior to 
the research study initiation. This research will be conducted within these four empirical phases: 

 
● Phase 1: THEORETICAL RESEARCH ACTIVITY 

Preparation & Preliminary (Literature Review) 
Identifying Theories, issues, challenges, and best practices 

● Phase 2: INQUIRY RESEARCH ACTIVITY 
Primary Data Collection (Exploratory Research) 

Exploring and synthesizing theories, issues, challenges & best practices 
● Phase 3: PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH ACTIVITY 

Research and evaluation in the design & execution process 
Ensuring methods and findings reflects the objectives & perspectives of subjects 

● Phase 4: DATA ANALYSIS, REPORTING, AND REFLECTION 
Discussion on data findings & results 
Establishing conventions and framework 

 
 

4.0 Findings 
The experiments, results, and reviews give some additional inquiries concerning the interaction between user, designer, and expert's 
perception going across on two (2) subject modalities unit mediated through the context of human-centered and design performances. 
The consequences of both reviews appear to have recommended that inside methodology, engagement and experience may improve 
judgment, more in accordance with the work of Saema & Claus (2015) that fundamental to understand and support design practice. 
Moreover, the importance of understanding the standard practice is towards design reasoning, where this process involves cognitive 
activity that dictates how users or patients respond to situations in every aspect of their lives. Design activity relies on the reasoning 
processes of designers. Therefore, understanding the role of reasoning and experiences in design is critical to understanding how design 
occurs in a medical context. The experiments, results, and reviews give some additional inquiries concerning the interaction between user, 
designer, and expert's perception going across on two (2) subject modalities unit mediated through the context of human-centered and 
design performances. The consequences of both reviews appear to have recommended that inside methodology, engagement and 
experience may improve judgment, more in accordance with the work of Saema & Claus (2015) that fundamental to understand and 
support design practice. Moreover, the importance of understanding the standard practice is towards design reasoning where this process 
involves cognitive activity that dictates how users or patients respond to situations in every aspect of their lives. Design activity relies on 
the reasoning processes of designers. Therefore, understanding the role of reasoning and experiences in design is critical to understanding 
how design occurs in a medical context. 

 
 

5.0 Discussion 

The program's ability to handle a large set of variables allows mass data to be collected and statistically analyzed. The data will be analyzed 
for the qualitative collection of data by identifying the common patterns within the responses. The patterns will then be analyzed in a way 
that is in line with the research objectives. Observation will be conducted and sequentially analyzed onsite. Data will be collected through  
notes, photos, and video recording. Typically, the weightage of collected feedback data will be analyzed through the quantitative approach, 
determining the variables for the qualitative phase. The implication from the research of this research introduces the fundamental nature 
of user and experience evaluation in the design process and its critical knowledge that will result from the protocol experiments conducted 
to influence the direction of product design development towards user-designers cognitive in collaborative thinking. 

 
 

6.0 Conclusion & Recommendations 
Innovation and new product development in the medical device industry have largely been technology-driven in the last decades but 
always to solve clinical needs. Advancements have often been rapid and significant. Today's medical-related products have reached high 
standards; consequently, the state of art treatment generally supports an acceptable return to daily activities and quality of life. 
Nonetheless, today's product development occurs in a complex healthcare environment, with multiple stakeholders involved. Each of 
these stakeholders can have different and sometimes conflicting requirements and expectations. While technological innovation to solve 
current clinical needs may still be the driving force behind new product development, it is not sufficient to reach the clinic in many cases. 
Consequently, this study and research findings will benefit significantly to broader areas of applications such as Medical Design Research 
& Development, Medical Product Business, Manufacturing & Supplies, Healthcare, Rehabilitation Centre, and Special-Treatment 
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Centers/Clinics, Design, Health Science & Clinical Education, Collaborative Research and Design Project for Medical Device, Ergonomics, 
Human-Factors, and User-centered Design, Medical Design Technology (e-health) and Data-driven Patient-Preference. 
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